
Semyon Tilipman With His Wife Tatiana, His
Son Michael Tilipman And Great Grandson
Dennis Tilipman 

This is me Semyon Tilipman - first from left -, my wife Tatiana and my older son Michael - first from
right - and great grandson Dennis Tilipman. This photo was taken in Moscow in 1996.

Upon graduation from Moscow State University my older son Michael stayed to work in Moscow in a
scientific research institute. He defended his candidate's dissertation. Michael married his fellow
student Galina Grinberg. She came from Moscow. Her mother is Russian and her father is a Jew. In
1974 Galina and Michael's older son Anton was born and in 1978 their son Sergei was born. They
came to spend their summer vacations with us and we rented a dacha at the seashore, in Arkadia
or at station 16 in Bolshoy Fontan. Anton graduated from the Faculty of Mathematics in Moscow
State University. He works as a programmer. He was married and has a son - our great grandson
Dennis. Our younger grandson Sergei finished four years in Moscow State University and has a job.
Galina lectures on mathematics at a Pedagogical College. Michael works at a scientific research
institute. He also works as a programmer for a private Canadian company.

I retired in 1988, but continued working part-time for some time. Tatiana retired in 1990. We
believed that perestroika initiated by Gorbachev was a big step forward comparing to the period
before. We got more freedom. We were allowed to socialize with our relatives abroad. But most
important is that the attitude toward Jews has changed. There is no state-level anti-Semitism. As
for our material situation it became worse, but not as bad as it became with civilians since retired
military receive higher pensions.

In the 1990s the rebirth of the Jewish life began in Odessa. My wife and I are members of the Front
Line Fraternity - the association of Jewish veterans of the Great Patriotic War at the charity
organization of Gmilus Hesed. We get together every other week and celebrate birthdays. On 9
may we celebrate Victory Day. Besides, we attend Sunday parties at the Moadon club in Hesed
where they invite musicians from the Philharmonic or amateur performers. Recently the Jewish
theater from Chernovtsy came on tour. My wife organizes celebration of Sabbath at home and tries
to do no work on Saturday. Sometimes we go to synagogue on holidays. Tatiana lights memorial
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candles in commemoration of our deceased relatives.
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